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I. INTRODUCTION 
WECONSIDER the question of which contractible open manifolds can be non-trivial covering 
spaces of manifolds. For each n 2 3 it is known that there are uncountably many contract- 
ible open n-manifolds [63. [9], [IS], [24]. McMillan and Thickstun [ I73 have pointed out 
that since there are only countably many closed 3-manifolds, there can only be countably 
many contractible open 3-manifolds that cover closed 3-manifolds. The same argument 
works in higher dimensions since by [S] there are only countably many closed n-manifolds. 
Robert Myers [IS] has given specific examples of contractible 3-manifolds which cannot 
cover closed 3-manifolds. Myers’ cxamplcs arc genus one Whitchcad manifolds [22], [IS] 
and in fact cannot non-trivially cover any manifold whatsocvcr. 
In this paper WC give a very gcncral method ofdctcrmining when a contractible manifold 
cannot bc a covering space of a manifold. WC find that the classical contractible manifolds 
admit no non-trivial, fixed point free. properly discontinuous group actions. Hcncc they 
cannot non-trivially cover any manifold. Conscquenccs of the main thcorcm include: 
Myers’ Thcorcm for genus n Whitchcad manifolds as well as Whitchcad manifolds 
with unbounded genus. 
The interior of the Mazur 4-manifold [l4], as well as any compact contractible 
n-manifold with non simply connected boundary, cannot non-trivially cover any 
manifold. 
For each n, n 2 3, specific examples of contractible n-manifolds arc constructed 
similar to Whitchead’s original 3-manifold that cannot non-trivially cover any space. 
Davis [7] has given examples of contractible open n-manifolds, n > 3. which are not 
homeomorphic with R” and yet do cover compact manifolds. Hence, the manifolds of Davis 
do not satisfy the conditions of our main thcorcm. In dimension three thcrc are no known 
examples of contractible open manifolds diffcrcnt from R’ which cover a compact 3- 
manifold. 
The key insight underlying Myers’ proof is that in a genus one Whitchead manifold the 
track of certain sets under a sufficiently long ambient isotopy must pass through the core of 
the manifold. This insight was very important to the proof prcscntcd hcrc. The isotopy 
seems hard to rcproducc in higher dimensions. Howcvcr, a certain chin of sets can be 
substituted for this isotopy. Although it may be difficult to see any relationship, I would like 
to express my indcbtcdncss to the concepts prcscntcd in Myers’ paper. 
tThis rcscarch HX, supporred in part by NSF Grant DMS-9002657. 
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2 DEFINITIONS, SOTATIONS, AND PRELIMINARY RESL’LTS 
If iU is a manifold, we let Bd M and Int M denote the boundary and interior of &I. 
respectively. 
Definition 2.1. Let X be a topological space and G a group of homeomorphisms of X. 
We say that G acts wlhout/ixed points on X or the action of G on X isfixed point free if the 
only element of G having fixed points is the identity element. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a group of homeomorphisms of a contractible manijbld X. If G acts 
on X without fixed points, then G is torsion-free. 
Proof The proof is given in [IS]. We reproduce it here for completeness. Suppose g E G 
is non-trivial of finite order. By passing to a power of g, we may assume the order of g to be 
a prime p. Now g extends to a homeomorphism of order p of the one-point compactification 
of X which fixes the point at infinity. Smith theory [I] implies that the fixed point set is 
a mod p tech cohomology sphere. So the fixed point set cannot be a single point. Therefore. 
y fixes a point of X. This contradicts the fact that G acts on X without fixed points. An 
alternative proof uses the theory of cohomology of finite groups [IO]. If g had no fixed 
point, then the projection X 4 X/(H) would be a covering map. Therefore X/(g) would be 
a tinitc dimensional K(%,, I) contradicting the fact that tinitc groups have infinite co- 
homological dimension. 
Dc$nition 2.3. Let X bc a topological space and G a group of homcomorphisms of X. 
WC say G acts properly dis~ontinrcortsfy on X if for cvcry compact subset C of X the set 
(!g~G[Cncq(C) # 0 } is finite. 
It is well-known that a conncctcd, simply connected, locally arcwisc-connected. locally 
compact HausdorfT space X is a non-trivial covering space of a locally compact Hausdortr 
space if and only if there is a non-trivial group that acts properly discontinuously without 
fixed points on X [ 13; Chapter 5, Section 81. 
DL$nition 2.4. A topological space X is said to be eaentnrllly n,-irrjrcrive at infinity if 
there is a fixed compact set K (a core) of X so that for every compact set A there is a compact 
set B so that loops in X - B which are inessential in X - K are also inesscntial in X - A. 
Informally. WC think of this property as stating that loops close to infinity which bound 
missing the core bound close to infinity. This condition is really a very mild condition which 
is satisfied by all the classical contractible manifolds. In 3-manifold theory, a manifold that 
is eventually r,-injectivc at infinity is called euentuully end irreducible [2], [3]. 
MAIN THEOREK Let W be a contractible open n-muni/i,ld. n 2 3, thot is eventually 
x,-injectire ut infinity. Suppose that W non-trivially cooers a manifold, then W is simply 
connected at infinity. 
Recall that a contractible n-manifold that is simply connected at infinity must be 
homcomorphic to R” if n >, 4 [2l J. [SJ. For n = 3, this is also the case if we assume the 
Poincare Conjecture or simply assume that W is irreducible. 
The proof of the Main Thcorcm depends on two Icmmas, the Ratchet Lemma and the 
Orbit Lemma. which are proved in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. 
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3. THE RATCHET LEMMA 
In this section we prove a simple lemma that plays a crucial role in the proof of the Main 
Theorem. 
LEMMA 3.1. (Rutchet Lemma). Let h: W -. W be a homeomorphism of a space that is 
eventually xc,-injectire at infinity. I/K is a core of W, then there is a compact set L in Wso that 
a loop 7 in Cc’-- u,z _ f h’(L) is inessential in W - K $ and only g 7 is inessential in 
W - hi(K) each i. 
Proof: Consider the compact set A = h-‘(K) u K u h(K). Since ti’ is eventually n,- 
injective at infinity, there is a compact set L, SO that loops in W - L which are inessential in 
CV - K are also inessential in W - A. Now let 7 be a loop in @‘- u,: _ D h’(L). If ‘J is 
inessential in Ic’- K. then y is inessential in W - A. Since h(K) c A. 7 is inessential in 
W - h(K). Now suppose that 7 is inessential in W - h(K), then 7 is inessential in U’ - h(A). 
But K lies in h(A). So we see that y is inessential in W - K. We have thus far shown that y is 
inessential in II: - K if and only if ‘J is inesscntial in W - h(K). The rest of the proof now 
follows by induction. 
4. TIIE ORBIT LEMMA 
This version of the Orbit Lemma was suggcstcd by R. D. Edwards and is all that is 
necessary for the proof of the Main Theorem. Another version of the Orbit Lemma that 
does not rely on duality and that has applications to more general spaces will be pivcn in 
Section 8. 
LEMMA 4. I. (Orbit Lemma I) Suppc~~~ W is un opw contructihlc n-muni&~ld, n 2 3. Let 
h be a non-triciul Iwrncornorphisrrl oj’ W onto itse!f so that the group G oj’ Itontcomorpkisms 
generuted by 11 ucts withoutjixd points und properly discontinuously on W. If C is u compact 
subset of W, thrn loops oj W can be hornotopsd 01’ the orbit o/C = u,‘: _ ,L) h’(C). 
Furthcrmorr, yiurn a compact set A thrre is u compuct set B so thut loops in W - B can be 
homotoprd ojJ thcj orbit of C by u homotopy thut lies in W - A. 
ProojI Let Z denote the additive group of integers. kZ denote the subgroup of Z gener- 
ated by the integer k, and Z, denote Z/kZ. Let M be the quotient space WIG and P: W -+ M 
be the projection map. By Lemma 2 .2, G is infinite cyclic, and we identify G with Z. Hence 
M is an n-manifold, n 2 3, that has the same homotopy type as a circle. We will first show 
that M has only one end and that for each compact set D c M, the inclusion of the 
unbounded component of M - D into M induces a surjcction on fundamental group. 
Since M has the same homotopy type as a circle and n 2 3, we see that the homology 
groups H,,_,,(hf, Z,) and ,f,(M. Z,) are trivial. Since H,(M, Z,) is trivial, M is not 
compact. By duality the first cohomology group of M with compact support with 
Z2 coeficicnts must also be trivial which implies that M has one end. 
For a positive integer k, notice that the k-fold covering space Mt of M has the same 
homotopy type as a circle and hence has one end. WC let pt: Mt -+ M denote the covering 
projection. Let D c M be a compact set. I/ be the unbounded path component of M - D, 
and i:.U -. bf be the inclusion map. The components of p; ‘(U) are unbounded components 
ofM,- p;‘(D). Since p;‘(D) is compact. .hf, - p;‘(D) has only one unbounded compon- 
ent; hcncc. p; ‘(U) is conncctcd. Choose a E U and ZE p; ‘(a). Now p; ‘(U) is conncctcd if 
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and only if the subgroup i,(n, (U, 4) meets every coset ofthe subgroup p,_(~,(izI,., Z)) = kZ 
[13; Proposition 1 I.?. p. 1781. Hence the inclusion of U into ,cI followed by projection onto 
Z, = Z/kZ is a surjection for each k. Therefore, the inclusion of U into M induces 
a surjection on fundamental group. 
For a given compact set C c IV, let D equal the compact set P(C). If 7 is a loop of W, we 
let y’ denote the composition of 7 with P. By what has just been stated, 7’ is homotopic to 
a loop in the complement of D. Lifting the homotopy to Wgives a homotopy that takes 7 off 
P-‘(D). But P-‘(D) is the orbit of C; i.e., P-‘(D) = u,c _ = h’(C). 
To prove thefirrfhrrmore part of the lemma. we first assume that bf has a triangulation 
and let K be the I-skeleton of this triangulation. Let U be the unbounded component of 
hJ - D. Since the inclusion of U into icI induces a surjection on fundamental group, there is 
a homotopy that takes K into U so that simplexes of K which lie in U are left fixed. For each 
l-simplex cr of the finitely many I-simplexes of K which do not lie in U. let E, be a compact 
set in W that contains a lift of the given homotopy that takes G into U. Set E = u E,. Given 
a compact subset A of W, choose B’ to be a compact set in W which contains A so that if 
a translate of E under h meets A. it lies in B’. Let B be a compact set in W which contains B 
so that for each closed simplex r of the triangulation of hf and lift of 7 which meets B’, the lift 
lies in B. Now let 7 be a loop in CV - B. Then 7 is homotopic in W - B’ to a loop y’ that 
projects into K. This can be seen by projecting 7 into ici taking a simplicial approximation 
and lifting the homotopy. Since the track of each point of the homotopy lies in a closed 
simplex of the triangulation, the lift of the homotopy must lit in W - B’. The loop 7’ is 
homotopic in CY - A to a loop 7” missing the orbit of C. This can bc seen by projecting ‘J’ 
into hf, using the homotopy that tnkcs K into U, and lifting this homotopy to a homotopy 
of 7’ into hf. using the homotopy that takes K into U, and lifting this homotopy to 
a homotopy of 7’ in It’. If a point is moved by this homotopy it must lit in a translate of E; 
hcncc. the track of such a point must miss A. 
The above argument dots not really dcpcnd on a triangulation of M. We may embed 
a I-complex in bf thilt substitutes for the I-skeleton K. In Fact if M is any n-manifold, there 
is a I-complex I_ cmbcddcd in AI as a closed subset and a locally finite collection of n-balls 
(&I in AI whose interiors cover M so that each loop in AI is homotopic to a loop in L SO 
that the track of any point lies in some II,. 
5. TllE MAIN TllEOHEiV 
We now give a proof of the Main Theorem. 
MAIN TtIf:vKEM. Lrt W hr u contructihle open n-manijdd, n 2 3, thut is eventually 
n,-injectice at infinity. Suppose tht W non-tririully cowrs u munijdd, then W is simply 
connected ut infinity. 
Proof: Let 11 be a non-trivial covering translation of K’. By Lemma 2.2, h has infinite 
order. Let K be a core of CV. By the Ratchet Lemma, thcrc is a compact set L in wso that 
a loop ;’ in CY - vi’= _ 1 h’(L) is inessential in CV - K if and only if 7 is inessential in 
W - h’( K) for each i. 
For the purpose of showing that CYis simply conncctcd at infinity, we let A be a compact 
subset of It’. Since IV is cvcntually n,-injcctivc at infinity. there is a compact set B so that 
loops in X - B which arc incsscntial_in X - K are also inessential in X - A. By the Orbit 
Lemma, there is a compact set C so that loops in W - C can be homotopcd off the orbit of 
L = UT= _ z !I’( L) by a homotopy that lies in W - B. 
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We now show that any loop in W - C is inessential in W - A. Let 7 be a loop in W - C. 
By the choice of C, 7 is homotopic to a loop 7 that lies in the complement of u: _ = h’(L) by 
a homotopy that lies in W - B. Now y’ bounds a singular disk D in W. By proper 
discontinuity and the fact that h has infinite order, h’(K) misses D for some integer i. Hence 
r’ is inessential in W - h’(K). By the Ratchet Lemma, 7’ is inessential in W - K. Since ‘J’ lies 
in W - B and is inessential in Ct’- K, we see that y’ is actually inessential in W - A 
from which it follows that y is inessential in W - A. 
6. APPLICATIONS TO +.VANIFOLDS AND CO>lPACT n_~lANIFOLDS 
THEOREM 6.1. Let W be a 3-manifold so thaf 
1. W = Uzo U; where Wi is compact, connected 3-manijjld with connected boundary that 
is not homeomorphic to a 2-sphere. 
2. rVi lies in the interior of W;+, , 
3. W; contracts in Cv + , , 
4. the boundury of each w. is jiat in W, 
5. Xi= Cr;,+l - In t 14 is boundary incompressible. 
Then ti’ udmits no non-trilktl. fiTed point free, properly discontinuous group actions and, 
hence, cannot be a non-trivial corcrinq spuce of any manijiAd. 
Prooj: It is easy to see thrtt Wis cvcntually n,-injcctivc at infinity with core any W,. Any 
loop that is csscntial in Rd CV,, i > I, is also csscntiul in CY - K’,. Hcncc W is not simply 
conncctcd at infinity. If W admits a non-trivial. fixed point free. properly discontinuous 
group action G, then CY is a covering space of the manifold W/G. The Main Thcorcm now 
implies that, W is simply conncctcd at infinity, a contradiction. 
Notice that thcrc is no rcquircmcnt that CV bc irrcduciblc. Thcrc could bc ;I 2-sphcrc in 
W that bounds a fake 3-ball. 
Thcrc is a long standing conjccturc [I I, p. 961. [2] that the universal covering space of 
a closed. P’-irrcduciblc 3-manifold with infinite fundamental group must bc RJ, McMillan 
has shown [16] that such universal covering spaces arc the monotone union of cubes with 
handles 7; so that T c Int 17;: +, and T contracts in 7] + , . However, it is not known if the 
7; can be chosen so that T,, , - Int I; is boundary incomprcssiblc. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let W be a compuct contractible n-munili,ld, n > 3, so that ihe fundamental 
group of Bd W is non-trivial. Then Int W admits no non-triviul, fixed point free, properly 
discontinuous group actions. 
Proof It is easy to see that Int Wis eventually n,-injective at infinity with core W minus 
an open collar of Bd W. If Int W admitted a non-trivial, fixed point free, properly discon- 
tinuous group action G, then Int LY non-trivially covers the manifold (Int W)/G. The Main 
Theorem then implies that Int CY is simply connected at infinity. a contradiction. 
Examples of such manifolds have been given by Newman [ 191 for n 2 5 and by Poenaru 
[20] and Mazur [14] for n = 4. 
7. SPACES WI-I-II FREE FUNDAXIENTAL CROUP AT INFINITY 
Definition 7. I. The jrndumental grol;p at injinity of a space X is free if for every compact 
set A in X thcrc is a larger compact set B so that the inclusion induced homomorphism on 
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the level of fundamental groups with any base point from X - B into X - A factors 
through a free group. 
The following lemma will be useful in recognizing when a space has free fundamental 
group at infinity. It is a generalization of a theorem by R. Brown [4]. 
LEMMA 7.2. Ler V and V be open sets of a metric space Wso that loops which lie in V or 
b’are inessential in W. Furthermore assume that V and V are locally path connected. Then the 
inclusion induced homomorphism on fundamental groups from L’ v V into Wfactors through 
a free group. 
Proof Choose open sets R, S. T so that: 
(a) R c U. 
(b) S c V n V, 
(c) T c V. 
(d) RnT= 0 
(e) The components of R. S, and T form an irreducible cover of Vu V. 
Let 5 be the cover of U u V by the components of R, S, and T. The nerve N(3) of 9 is 
a one-dimensional polyhedron whose vertices arc the elements of %. For each ye%, let 
cbq: V u V-t [O. I] be a continuous function so that cbq(?r) > 0 if and only if xcq and 
c (ii,,(x) = I for each .‘c E V u V. We set CD: V u V 4 N(Y) to be the baryccntric map induced 
by the given collection of functions [ 12, p. 701. 
Forcach KEY, ICI P,, bcn poi,nt in !I so that (b,( P,) = I. Wcdcfinca mapf: N(3) -+ Wby 
sending a vcrtcx g to the point P, and a one-simplex bctwcen vcrticcs g and h to a path 
bctwccn I’, and Ph which lies in q u h. 
We will now show that the compositionfl(D: V u V + W inducts the same homomor- 
phism on fundamental group as the inclusion from V u V into W. Let y be a loop in V u V. 
Without loss of gcncrality. ‘J is a product of paths yi so that a typical yi runs bctwecn points 
P, and I’,, and lies in q u h. But (Duyi is a path that runs from y to 11 and lies in the open star 
of the one-simplex with vertices y and 11; thcrcforc, cD<~y, is equivalent to a path that lies in 
the ons-simplex with vertices q and h. Hence,fi @J y, is equivalent in V u V to a path that 
lies entirely in V or entirely in V. But y, also lies in the same set (cithcr V or V). Hence y1 and 
fiCr, ‘7, arc equivalent paths in W, and we see that the composition find: Vu V 4 W 
induces the same homomorphism on fundamental group as the inclusion from Vu V 
into W. 
Since the fundamental group of a one-dimensional polyhedron is free, and the inclusion 
induces the homomorphism f* 0 Q,, our theorem is proved. 
8. ASOTUER ORBIT LEMMA 
In this section we give a version of the orbit lemma which holds in more general spaces 
than contractible manifolds. 
D&ifion 8. I. A subspacc B of a space X is said to bc simply connected aI injnity in X if 
for each compact set C c X, there is a compact set D c X so that loops in B - D are 
incssential in X - C. 
LEMMA 8.2. (Orbit Lemma II) Let X he a simply connected, locally compacl mefric 
ahsolute neiyhhorhood retract. Let h : X + X he a homeomorphism which generates a group 
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that acts properly discontinuously on X, and A be a compact subset of X. Then uz _ I gi( A), 
the orbit of A under g. is simply connected at injinity in X. 
Before we give the proof of Lemma 8.2, we need a technical lemma. 
LEMMA 8.3. Let Ut, U,, UJ,. . . , U,,; V,,, V,, V,, VJ.. . . , V$ W,, W,, W,, . . . , CC;. be 
sets in a topological space satisfying the following properties: 
1. The sets U, are open and r/in Uj # 0 implies Ii - jl < 1, 
2. The sets K are path connected and Ui n Ui+, c 6, 1 < i < n. 
3. Vi u K _ , u I( c K(, 1 < i < n, and loops in Ui v vi- I u r;i are inessential in W;. 
Then loops in WI= 1 Ui are inessential in uy= I Wi. 
Proof: Let YE be a simple closed curve and ‘J : Z + UT=, Ui a map. If y(Z) lies in a single 
Ui we are done. Otherwise, we may assume that Z is the union of arcs A,, AZ. . . . , 
A, satisfying the following conditions. 
1. For i # j, Ain Aj # 0 if and only if i -j is congruent to + 1 modulo r. If the 
intersection is non-empty, then the intersection is an endpoint of each arc. 
2. For each i. I < i < r, y(Ai) c CJk for some k, I < k < n. 
3. For I < i. j < r and i -j congruent to & I modulo r, y(Ai) u ~(A,) + U, for some k, 
I < k < n. 
4. The simple closed curve I5 is embedded in the plane R’ in such a way that if 
y(Ai) c Uk* then Ai c R x [k - 1. k]. Furthcrmorc, the interior of Ai lies in 
R x (k - 1. k). 
With these assumptions, WC will show how to cxtcnd y to I-: D + uy., & whcrc D is the 
disk in the plane bounded by x:. For i an intcgcr Ict If, denote the horizontal line 
((x. y)~ R’ly = i}. Let Z’ denote 2: u uy_: (Ifi n D). We cxtcnd y to ‘~‘1 Z’ 4 Un_, IV, by 
sending each II, n D into V,. This is possible by the path conncctedness of Vi. Now D - I’ is 
a collection of open disks. The boundary of each disk is sent into Ui u VI-, u I( for some i. 
Hence, y’ can be extended on such a disk by a map into Wi, and the lemma is proved. 
Proof oJ’Lemma 8.2. If /I has finite order, the Icmmu is trivially true. Otherwise, let 0 be 
an open neighborhood of A with compact closure. Since the group gencratcd by h is 
properly discontinuous, there exists an integer N so that 0 n h’(0) = 0 for all i 2 !V. Let 
Vi = u {h’(O)liN <j < (i + I)N) where i is an integer. Notice that Ui n Uj = 0 if 
Ii -j] > 1. Setting H = h”, wesee that Ui = H’(U,). Let V c X be a path connected set with 
compact closure that contains U,,n U,. Choose a set W c X with compact closure so that 
loops in Co u Vu h- ‘( V) are inessential in W. 
Since UC _ ~ h’(A) lies in UE _?. H’(U,), it will suflice to show that 
/J,Z_5Hi(Uo)=IJiD,_.,,Ui is simply connected at infinity in M. As a notational conveni- 
ence, we set Vi = H’( V) and Wi = H’( W). Notice that for all integers i and j: 
1. the sets Ui arc open and Ui n Uj # 0 implies Ii - jl < I, 
2. the sets I$ arc path conncctcd and Vi n Ui + , c 4, 
3. Ui u I$._, u b c H(, and loops in U, u V,_, u 4 arc incsscntial in 15. 
Let C be a given compact subset of X. Since the group gcncratcd by k is properly 
discontinuous, thcrc is a positive integer K so that if Ii1 2 K, then 
H’( W)n C = W, n C = 0. Let D = Closure (UlilcA. Wi). Now if y is a loop in 
(J,2 _rg Ui - D, then y lies in Uis _K U, u vi,, Vi. Since U,.< _K Ui n viz, r/i = 0, by 
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connectedness and compactness of the image of 7, we may assume without loss of generality 
that 7 lies in uf=+f Ui for some integer n. By the Lemma, ‘J is inessential in ui”=‘;; I+;. But for 
i 2 K we have K n C = 0. Hence 7 is inessential in X - C. 
9. APPLICATIONS TO LOCALLY COMPACT ABSOLUTE SEIGHBORHOOD RETRACTS 
THEOREM 9.1. Let X be a simply connected, locally compact, metric absolute neighborhood 
retract. Let h : X 4 X be a homeomorphism of infinite order which generates a group that acts 
properly discontinuously without fixed points on X. Then either X fails to be ecentually 
or,-injectire at infinity or the fundamental group at infinity of X is free. 
If X is the covering space of any Hausdorff space so that the group of covering 
translations has an element of infinite order, then that element of infinite order will serve as 
the h in the above theorem. 
Proof Suppose X is eventually n,-injective at infinity. We will show that the funda- 
mental group at infinity of X is free. Let K be a core of W. By the Ratchet Lemma, there is 
a compact set L in X so that a loopy in X - vi: _ x h’(L) is inessential in X - K ifand only 
if y is inessential in kY - h’(K) for each i. Choose a compact set L’ so that L lies in the 
interior of L’. 
For the purpose of showing that the fundamental group at infinity of X is free, WC let 
A be a compact subset of It’. Since X is eventually rr,-injcctive at infinity, thcrc is a compact 
set B so that loops in X - B which arc inessential in X - K are also inessential in X - A. 
By the Orbit Lemma II, there is it compact set c’ so that loops in vi”: _ I, /I’(,!.‘) - C are 
incsscntial in X - II. Set U = vi’: _ I, h’(lnt I,‘) - C and V = X - (u,‘: _ I, II’ u C). The 
sets U and Marc open and X - C = U u I ‘. Loops in U arc incsscntirrl in X - ,!I (and hence 
X - A) by Orbit Lemma II. Let ‘J be a loop in V. The loop y is inessential in some compact 
subset D of X. 13~ proper discontinuity, /r’(X) misses D for some i. tlcncc. by the Ratchet 
Lemma, y is inessential in X - K. Rut since 7 lies in X - B. y is incsscntial in X - A. 
Themfore, loops in Y are inessential in X - A. By Lemma 7.2, the inclusion induced 
homomorphism from X - C into X - A on the level of fundamental groups factors 
through a free group. 
IO. EXAiMPLFS OF CONTRACTIBLE W~IITEIIEAD n-MANIFOLDS FOR II > 3 
LEMMA 10.1. Let A, B be nunufo1d.s with boundary of the sume dimension so that A c Int B 
and B - Int A is a manifold with boundary that is boundary incompressible; i.e., loops in the 
boundury of B - Int A are essential in B - Int A if und only if they are essential in the 
boundury of B - Int A. Thenfor any manijold M without boundurp A x M, B x M haoe the 
same properties as A. B; i.e., A x M. B x M are mumfolds with boundary of the same 
dimension so that A x M t Int(S x M) and (B x M) - Int (A x M) is a mani/old with 
boundary that is boundary incompressible. 
Proof The boundary of B - Int A equals Bd Au Bd B. The set (B x M) - Int(A x M) 
is the manifold (B - Jnt A) x M whose boundary is Bd A x M u Bd B x 121. Suppose y is 
a loop in the boundary of (B - Int A) x M. Without loss of generality, we assume that y lies 
in the set Bd A x M. Since the fundamental group of the product is the product of the 
fundamental groups, we may assume that 7 is equal to the product of loops z and B where 
z is a loop in Bd A x (m) and /7 is a loop in {<I) x izf whcrc (I and m are points in Bd A and 
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M, respectively. We also regard x, fl as loops in Bd A and M, respectively. If 7 is trivial in 
(B - Int A) x M, then, by projection into M, we see that /I is trivial in M. By projection into 
B - Int A, we see that z is trivial in B - Int A. By boundary incompressibility of B - Int A, 
z is trivial in Bd A. Hence, y is trivial in Bd A x M, and we see that (B x M) - (Int A x M) 
is boundary incompressible. 
Definition 10.2. A solid n-torus is a space homeomorphic to B2 x St x S: x . . . x S,!_, 
where B’ is a 2-cell and each S/ is homeomorphic to the t-sphere S’. 
Definition 10.3. A 3-dimensional Whitehead link is a solid 3-torus Ti embedded in the 
interior of a solid 3-torus T3 so that Ti contracts in T3 and T3 - Int Ti is a boundary 
incompressible 3-manifold with boundary. An example of a 3-dimensional Whitehead link 
is shown in Fig. I. 
T3 
f:ig. I. 
It is easy to see that Ti contracts in T ‘. It is well-known [23, Lemma 4.11 that the 
3-manifold with boundary T’ - Int Ti: is boundary incompressible. 
We wish to describe an n-dimensional Whirehead Link, n > 3, by which we mean a solid 
n-torus Tl embedded in the interior of a solid n-torus T” SO that Tz contracts in T” and 
T” - Int Tt is a boundary incompressible n-manifold with boundary. 
LEMMA 10.4. There exist n-dimensional Whitehead links for n > 3. 
ProoF We show the existence of an n-dimensional Whitehead link by induction. Let 
T$ c Tk, k 2 3, be a k-dimensional Whitehcad Link. We define Tk+’ = Tk x S’. We set 
T:+’ = T;f x S’. Since TA is a k-torus, we assume that Tt = 8’ x St x S: x . . . x S:_2. 
Hence, WC have that the solid (k + I)-torus T:” = B2 x S: x S: x . . . x S:_, x S’. Let 
P: Tt” + B2 x S’ bc the projection onto the first and last factors of Tk+‘. Let T be 
a 3-dimensional Whitchead Link in B2 x S’. We set Tt+’ = P-‘( T). We now show that 
T$+ ’ is a (k + I)-dimensional Whitchcad Link in T” ‘. 
Step I. It is easy to verify that Ti+’ is a solid (k + I)-torus embedded in the interior of 
the solid k-torus TkC ‘. 
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Srep 2. By Lemma 10.1 Tk+ ’ - Int T:+ ’ and T:” - Int T,!j” are boundary incom- 
pressible (k + I)-manifolds with boundary. It follows that Thcl - Int Tt+’ is a boundary 
incompressible (k + I)-manifold with boundary. 
Step 3. Let j; be a contraction of the Whitehead link T in B2 x SL. The contraction 
/; induces a homotopy F,: Ti+’ -+ Tk+’ so that F0 is the inclusion map and F, maps into 
T$ x [s) where SE S’. But Ti is contractible in T’; hence. any set in Tt x (s) is contractible 
in Tk+‘. Therefore, Ti+’ is contractible in Tk+‘. 
THEOREM 10.5. For each n 2 3 there is a contractible n-munifold W” = uzO T where 
T is an n-dimensional Ct’hitehead link in & + , . Furthermore W” admits no non-tricial, fixed 
point free, properly discontinuous group actions and. hence, cannot be a non-triciul coceriny 
space of unp manif~oltl. 
We call such manifolds ~t’hitehrtrJ contrclctihlr n-man$olds. 
ProoJI We simply form Cl’” as the direct limit of solid n-tori 7;: so that 7; is an n- 
dimensional Whitehead link in T+ ,. The remainder of the proof is similar to 
Thcorcm 7. I. 
McMillan [IS] has shown that thcrc arc uncountably many contractible 3-manifolds 
each of which is the ascending union of 3-tori T so that ‘7;: is a 3-dimensional Whitchcad link 
in 7;:+,. 
QIII:STION 10.6. Are there wtcow~tably many contractible n-munijidds euch of which is the 
ti.stwdirr~g iolifm of n-tori 7;: so thirt 7; is (m n-di,,tof.sio,tirl Whitchcud link in 7; + , ? 
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